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The Minimum Sum Coloring Problem (MSCP) is a relevant model tightly related to the
classical vertex coloring problem (VCP). MSCP is known to be NP-hard, thus solving
the problem for large graphs is particular challenging. Based on the general “reduce-
and-solve” principle and inspired by the work for the VCP, we present an extraction
and backward expansion search approach (EBES) to compute the upper and lower
bounds for the MSCP on large graphs. The extraction phase reduces the given graph
by extracting large collections of pairwise disjoint large independent sets (or color
classes). The backward extension phase adds the extracted independent sets to
recover the intermediate graphs while optimizing the sum coloring of each
intermediate graph. We assess the proposed approach on a set of 35 large benchmark
graphs with 450–4000 vertices from the DIMACS and COLOR graph coloring
competitions. Computational results show that EBES is able to find improved upper
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